Top 5 Best Dirt Bike for 12-Year-Old
Bike riding has always been an interest of every little boy. A rider passes by and a little boy decides that
is the thing that he is going to do for fun. A little boy sees some men doing bike stunts on the television
and decides that this is what he wants to do for his amusement.
While a mother has to be the one concerned with the choice that her boy made and she had to choose
the best dirt bike for 12 years old children. When a little girl chooses to ride the bike the parents have to
take all the safety precautions they can to let her do what she is choosing to do and help her accomplish
it.
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Best Product (Razor MX650 Dirt
Bike)
24.5-30 inches
Metal

Best Budget (Razor MX500 Dirt
Bike)
35-30 inches
Metal

Runner Up (Razor MX400 Rocket
Dirt Bike)
31-34 inches
Alloy steel

650wattss electric motor
Rechargeable

500wattss electric motor
Rechargeable 36 volts battery

250wattss electric motor
Rechargeable 24 volts battery

51.87 kg

112 pounds

61.55 kg

4.5 out of 5

4.6 out of 5

4.8 out of 5

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0
1KHE8QAY

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0
00B2XR5W

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0
74ZRKW2B

Thus, we have found the top 5 best dirt bike for 12-year-old children. We have compiled every
information whether your son or daughter is a taller child or a shorter child. Let's check out the reviews
of the best dirt bikes for 12-year-old children.
Reviews of the top 5 best dirt bike for 12 years old
1. Razor MX650 Bike Review
What are the major qualities of this bike?
This bike would be another level of excitement for your child. This bike is metal-framed along with a
speed up to 17mph. It has pneumatic knobby tires for the overwhelming experience of riding a bike. The
wheels of this bike are 16 inches front and 14 inches rear tires.
Is this bike long-lasting?
The Razor MX650 Bike is an electric motocross bike and a strong 650watts electric motor. The life of its
battery is up to 40 minutes and the dual suspension, riser handlebars along with ideal geometry have
made the bike worth buying.

Is this bike safe enough for my child?
The Razor MX650 Bike is that the safest bike you can buy for your child as it can bear up to 220 pounds.
This bike comes with a 90 days warranty. The battery of this bike requires 12 hours to charge.
PROS:
•
•
•

Hand operation in controls
Easy to assemble
Fast

CONS:
•
•
•

Battery problem
Charger issues
Not for hills

The ranking of this dirt bike is 4.5 out of 5
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01KHE8QAY
2. Razor MX500 Dirt Bike Review
What are the major qualities of this bike?
The Razor MX500 Dirt Bike has a strong motor of about 500watts. It can travel up to 24 per hour at 15
mph speed making the ride tougher and better. The grips of this bike are created from soft rubber for
the good grip of little hands and this feature also provides good acceleration to the bike.
Is this bike long-lasting?
The Razor MX500 is a having hand-control system. It has two brakes, a double crown fork, and an easily
tractable kickstand. It also has a shattering resistance feature which is created from plastic fairings. The
36-volt rechargeable battery life which charges up to 8 hours provides a smooth and nicest ride.
Is this bike safe enough for my child?
This dirt bike is having a 16-inch front tire and 14 inch rear tire which gives one of the smoothest rides
even on the bumpy road. The frame of this dirt bike is the finest structure for the roads.
PROS:
•
•
•

CONS:

Good grip
Easy to assemble
Enough for tall ones

•
•

Low battery power
Pricy

The ranking of this dirt bike is 4.6 out of 5
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B000B2XR5W
3. Razor MX400 Rocket Dirt Bike Review
What are the major qualities of this bike?
The Razor MX400 Rocket Dirt Bike has a powerful motor of about 250watts along with a chain-driven
motor that delivers a good speed up to 40 mph which runs 22km/h. The extra soft rubber grips with
twist acceleration make the ride good and comfortable.
Is this bike long-lasting?
The all-alloy steel framework makes the dirt bike rough and tough sp that it can last longer. The
rechargeable 24 volts battery every 12 volts provides a smooth and continuous ride up to 30 minutes so
that your son or daughter can ride the dirt bike with comfort and confidence.
Is this bike safe enough for my child?
The Razor MX400 Rocket Dirt Bike has 12-inch tires at both sides front and rear. The same-sized tires
keep the balance of the rider maintained and it also maintains the seat height if your child is riding on
rough terrain.
PROS:
•
•
•

High torque
Powerful battery
High performance

CONS:
•
•

Low battery life
Too small

The ranking of this dirt bike is 4.8 out of 5
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B074ZRKW2B
4. Fit Right Dirt Bike Review
What are the major qualities of this bike?
The Fit Right Dirt Bike is a gas-powered bike that has 4 stroke engines with 40cc/1.4 hp and a mechanical
chain. The speed of this bike is 18 mph with 0.32 gallons of gas. Your child can ride up to 27 miles in this
without any stoppage.

Is this bike long-lasting?
Yes, this bike is long-lasting and it is better as compared to the Honda CRF50F because the Honda
CRF50F has a battery charging process that dies eventually. This mini-dirt bike is easy and smooth.
Is this bike safe enough for my child?
This bike is the safest and durable as it is smaller than the other bigger bikes. It has an easy pull start
with low-pressure tires which give a fast and smooth ride and a smooth stopping ability makes the ride
even safer.
PROS:
•
•
•

Best for rough terrain
Rugged clutch
Fair stability

CONS:
•
•
•

Too small
Slow
Bolts get off

The ranking of this dirt bike is 4.7 out of 5
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08JWKJ6C3
5. Coolster Semi-Automatic Dirt Bike Review
What are the major qualities of this bike?
The Coolster Semi-Automatic Dirt Bike is renowned as great for beginners. Even your 7-year-old son or
daughter can ride this dirt bike. It is gas-powered with 4 gears.
Is this bike long-lasting?
The easy kick start and foot brake is the coolest feature for your 12-year-old son or daughter. The 30
mph speed with a 1-gallon fuel capacity is all your son or daughter needs. The Honda CRF125F is a bigger
bike and seems risky and speedy. However, a decent choice can be better and long-term.
Is this bike safe enough for my child?
This bike is safest for your child even if your child is tall or healthy this bike can tolerate it. This dirt bike
can bear up to 130 lbs with 2.5-10 inches tires which gives your child a good ride and on the other hand
relaxes you.
PROS:
•
•
•

90% assembled
Prime for beginners
Easy to use

CONS:
•
•
•

Small
Uncomfortable
Slow

The ranking of this dirt bike is 4.5 out of 5
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07DQJGMWG

Buying Guide:
The best 5 dirt bike for a 12-year-old has been summarized appropriately. Now, it is your responsibility
as a mother to choose something good, comfortable, fast, and safe for your son or daughter. Your
choice would please your son or daughter so choose wisely and here is a guide to help you with that.
1. Size:
The size of the dirt bike matters the most take note if you are buying a dirt bike that is sufficient for your
child.
2. Adequate for your son or daughter:
The bike you choose must be tough enough if your son or daughter is tall, healthy, short, or weak
because if you won't take the bike according to your child's physique it won't satisfy him or her.
3.Motor:
The motor of the dirt bike should be tough enough to last longer, check watts of every dirt bike and
choose the one which would work longer because then it would be money down the drain if it will not
work long enough.
4. Battery:
The battery of the bike should be rechargeable and pick something that charges faster and functions
lengthier.
5. Speed:
The speed of the dirt bike should be average not too speedy as it would be dangerous and not too slow
as it would become boring then.
6. Grip:
The grip of the dirt bikes should be soft and easy to clamp for a longer time. So, your child can enjoy a
smooth and fantastic ride without any blockage.

Frequently Asked Questions:
1. Which dirt bike would work without stopping?
The dirt bike which is having good battery life and good tires would work without stopping.
2. Can a healthy child sit on the dirt bike?
Take a suitable dirt bike for your healthy child which has good load capacity to bear extra
weight.
3. Can a teenager have a ride on this bike?

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Yes, most of the dirt bikes are big enough for teenagers also but check the durability before
buying any dirt bike.
Can I take this dirt bike of my son to the park?
Yes, you can take the dirt bike to the park if your car is big enough.
Is this bike safer for the roads?
These dirt bikes are safer on the roads if you choose the dirt bike with suitable tires.
Will this bike fit into my car?
If the dirt bike you choose for your son or daughter is small then it can readily fit in your car.
Is the seat of these dirt bikes enough for shorter heights?
Well, as we told you earlier choose the right size for your son or daughter.
How smaller the dirt bikes are than the usual bigger bikes?
They are small enough for teenagers and 12-years-old girls or boys but you can’t travel in them.
Can my child control this bike?
Yes, if the bike is adequate according to your child’s height and weight.
Will the speed of these dirt bikes would satisfy my little crazy rider?
Each dirt bike is having a unique speed, choose the one which would satisfy your little one.

Conclusion:
All the features pros, cons of the top 5 best dirt bikes are explained clearly and properly. Now, it is your
choice to make the finest choice for your son or daughter. All the best with choosing the best dirt bike
for your child.
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